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Wouldn’t it be great to put on a movie for the family, even when outdoors? Or imagine being able to show your presentation from your iPhone on a larger screen.  A bulky projector isn’t always an ideal thing to carry around. Thanks to portable projectors, you can get a better view of your
presentations or movies on a bigger screen. Portable projectors have become a hit because it’s lightweight, compact, and versatile.  And, as expected, these portable projectors have better performance. But with all the different projector brands in the market, choosing one can be quite a
challenge. So here’s our list of the top 10 best portable movie projectors for iPhone. If you want to maximize your viewing experience, getting a portable movie projector might be the best option for you. With it, you can project your presentations or watch movies on a larger screen.  QKK
Portable Mini Projector QKK 2021 Upgraded 6500Lumens Mini Projector, Full HD 1080P & 200" Display Supported, Portable Movie Projector Compatible with Phone, TV Stick, PS4, HDMI, AV, Dual USB [Tripod Included]  Full HD 2021 Latest Upgraded Projector 1080P Supported - Our
QKK 2021 Latest Upgraded Mini Projector is gread designed for indoor and out door movies in dark. You will surely enjoy your happiness movie night with your family easily. [Not Recommended For PPT Presentation!]  Highest Native Resolutions on The Market: QKK home theater
projector supports 1920*1080 resolution with 50,000 hours long term lamp life, 2000:1 contrast ratio, 16::9 aspect ratio, 32-176” big screen display at the distance of 1.5M-5M. (Ideal distance is 3.5M with 120” display.)  Double USB Port Designed Projector - Cocerned about many
customers need to use 2 USB flash drives at the same time, QKK mini projector technical team worked hardly and successfully added another usb port on the projector (The only mini projector which has this feature on the market). By doing this, you can use two USB thumb drives at the
same time.  Multimedia Home Theater Mini Projector - QKK full hd projector also has HDMI, AV, VGA, SD Card port, which allows you to use it with Laptop, PCs, TV Box, TV Stick, ChromeBook, Tablets, Blue-ray DVD player, SD Card, USB Flash Drive, Media players (Music, Pictures,
Video), Smartphones ( Wireless HDMI Dongle not included). First on our list is the QKK Portable Mini Projector. It’s perhaps one of the best portable projectors for people always on the go. This projector is an improved version of the previous QKK projectors, and it is by far the one with the
highest native resolution.  QKK mini projector supports both 1080 and 1920 resolutions. It also has an impressive 50,000-hour lamp life. The screen display is around 32-176”, which can cater five-meter viewing distance.  The best thing about this projector is that it renders images at crisp
quality. QKK portable mini projector currently supports iPhone 7 and later models.  Must Read: The Top 10 Best Low Light Video Cameras and Camcorders in 2021 AAXA Technologies P300 is on our list—for several reasons. One, projecting images and videos via this projector is
exceptionally great. It supports 1280×800 high definition resolution with an aspect ratio of 16:10, contrast ratio of 2000:1, and an impressive 1080p max input.  Not just that, this projector for iPhone also includes a micro SD reader, HDMI, a USB port, and mini VGA. Plus, it comes with a
lithium battery that can last for several hours.  Moreover, AAXA P300 features built-in speakers and a keystone correction, useful when you cannot directly mount the projector.  Take note, you will need an HDMI cable to connect this projector to your iPhone. Also, the lumen in this projector
is relatively small—300 lumens. This means the darker the place, the clearer the images will be.  Optoma ML750ST Optoma ML750ST Ultra-Compact 700 Lumen WXGA Short Throw LED Projector with MHL Enabled HDMI Port Compact size + carry case: weighing under one pound, This
Palm sized mini projector is perfect for the road warrior; it fits easily in a briefcase or backpack, or in the carry case, included in the boxShort throw projection: easily project in tighter spaces; the ML750ST short throw lens allows users to place the projector less than 6 feet away from the
screen and still enjoy a large 100" ImageLED light source: enjoy up to 20, 000 hours of life with its brilliant LED lamp, An average of 5 hours a day for 10+ years; LED lamps last 7 times longer than traditional lamps which require more replacementsEasy set-up with auto Keystone: ideal for
space constrained environments, The ML750ST can simply be placed and the auto Keystone sensor will straighten the image on the screen with no hassle When looking for the best iPhone portable projector, you must consider Optoma ML750ST. This palm-sized projector may be compact,
but it’s heavy in features. It’s perfect for both professional and personal use.  This projector has low latency (17ms) and a fast response time. However, the most notable feature of this projector is how it projects images clearly, thanks to its 700 ANSI lumens, auto keystone, Rec709 color
accuracy, and 20,000:1 contrast ratio.  Optoma ML750ST is compatible with MHL and comes with an HDMI port. It also has a throw distance of 1.4 to 11.3 feet.  DBPOWER Upgraded 3500 Lux Mini Projector DBPOWER Projector, Upgraded 3500 Lux Mini Projector, 50000 Hrs 1080P
Supported Video Projector Compatible with HDMI, USB, VGA, AV, TF, TV Stick and Smartphone (Upgraded Brightness and Reduced Noise) [UPGRADED WITH +70% BRIGHTERNESS]: DBPOWER RD820 mini projector upgraded to 3500lux, 70% brighter and 50% sharper image than
other Mini projectors. Supporting 1920x1080 resolution, 2000:1 contrast ration which make this ideal for home entertainment.[LARGE SCREEN SIZE EXPERIENCE]: This portable projector displays images from 32 - 170 inches, with a projection distance of 1-5m. Placing the projector at a
distance of 1.8 to 2.0m, and adjusting focus and keystone correction to get the optimum viewing.[MULTIMEDIA VIDEO PROJECTOR]: The mini projector is compatible with Fire TV Stick, PCs, Laptops, Chrome Book, DVD players, SD Cards, USB, iphone and Smart phones . NOTE: When
connected with smartphones, a HDMI adapter (not included) is required.[Upgraded FAN NOISE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM]: Thanks to continued improvements in development, this DBPOWER RD820 Movie projector adopts advanced pure copper tube cooling technology and the turbo fan
is more powerful yet quieter. We wouldn’t include DBPower Upgraded 3500 Lux Mini Projector on this list if it wasn’t good. But that’s not obviously the case. This mini projector has heavy-duty features that will impress you.  This mini projector features an Upgraded 3500 Lux lighting
technology, making it possible to get sharper and clearer images every time. Moreover, it has an advanced copper tube cooling technology with turbofan. The built-in speaker works exceptionally well, too! Display-wise, this device projects images between 32 and 170” with 50,000 hours amp
life. It supports 1920×1080 resolutions. Moreover, it comes with input options, such as an SD card, VGA AV, and HDMI USB, allowing you to use this projector not just with your iPhone but with other devices as well. Vamvo L4200 Portable Video Projector No products found. The Vamvo
L4200 Portable Video Project is one if not the best portable movie projector that you can get on the market today. It’s the best mini projector for work and entertainment.  It features a sleek and compact design, which is perfect for those always on the go. Technically speaking, it measures
9.64 x 6.53 x 3.2 inches and weighs 2.75 pounds only.  The LED lighting in this device gives you up to 3800 LUX brightness, allowing you to project images and movies practically anywhere. Aside from that, it supports 1080 resolution and reaches up to 50,000 hours of lamp life.  Vamvo
L4200 can project images up to 15 feet with 49-200 image size. It also comes with a built-in speaker.  Lastly, this mini projector offers several input options, such as DMI AV, USB, and audio interfaces.  Nebula Capsule Smart Mini Projector Anker Nebula Capsule, Smart Wi-Fi Mini Projector,
Black, 100 ANSI Lumen Portable Projector, 360° Speaker, Movie Projector, 100 Inch Picture, 4-Hour Video Playtime, Neat Projector, Home Entertainment Remarkable Clarity and Contrast: DLP's advanced IntelliBright algorithms deliver a remarkably bright 100 ANSI-lumen image.
(Recommended for use in dimmer environments.)360° Speaker: Equipped with a powerful omnidirectional speaker, this mini projector pumps out sound all around.Home Entertainment: Enjoy your favorite movies, TV shows, and more up to 100 inches big anywhere in your home thanks to
Capsule’s soda can-sized design.Android 7.1: Run streaming and media apps flawlessly. Seamlessly display content from Netflix, Youtube, and more on your mini projector for endless entertainment. The palm-sized Nebula Capsula Smart Mini Projector may be small, but you can’t
underestimate this powerful mini projector. It’s surprising how a projector that’s the same size as a can of soda can offer different input options, such as DMI, wireless screen-casting, and USB port.  It also offers a 360-degree speaker for omnidirectional sound—a feature perfect for watching
movies or showing a presentation at school or work.  Nebula Capsule Smart Mini Projector is perfect for students and workers. This projector can also run streaming, and media apps made possible by its Android operating system.  The battery life is also impressive, lasting up to 4 hours. 
Apeman Mini Video Projector APEMAN M4 Mini Portable Projector, Video DLP Pocket Projector for Home and Outdoor Entertainment, Support 1080P HDMI Input Built-in Rechargeable Battery Stereo Speakers with Upgraded 360° Tripod BIG SCREEN HD MOVIE: The latest UPGRADED
DLP technology provides a 70% brighter, more vivid, and 50% sharper image. Supports full HD 1080P video with a 2000:1 contrast ratio. You can enjoy a 30-100" big and real display screen within 1-4 m distance. Also a perfect GIFT for Father's Day!LIGHTWEIGHT AS A PHONE: Pocket
size mini projector (3.86x3.86x0.85 inches) and lightweight (0.44 lbs). Easy to take and operate. It comes with a TRIPOD with a fully functional 360° rotation and firm stand. The neat projector is an ideal and popular gift!EXCELLENT FEATURES: Super low noise which hardly to hear when
you are watching a movie. The mini projector is perfect for home cinema, parties, traveling, or camping entertainment in a relatively dark environment. Not suitable for business or teaching presentations.BUILT-IN BATTERY & LONG LAMP LIFE: The pico projector has a built-in battery that
lasts for 1.5-2 hours after fully charged. It can be also a power bank. Flexible to use anywhere and don't need charging always. Long lamp lifetime up to 45000 hours. If use it for 3 hours per day, that's 40 years. We love Apeman Mini Video Projector so much; it would be a mistake not to
include it on our list. This is perhaps one of the best portable movie projectors for iPhones. It can display your images clear and crisp, with the image size ranging from 30 inches to 100 inches.  This is an ideal projector when watching movies at pitch dark places. The brightness level goes
between 50 and 100 lumens, with a throw distance ranging from 80cm to 260cm.  The built-in battery can last up to two hours on a single charge. Portable power banks work perfectly with this projector. Apeman video projector comes with a USB charging cable, a mini HDMI adapter, one
HDMI cable, and a tripod. DR. J Professional HI-04 Mini Projector DR. J Professional HI-04 Mini Projector Outdoor Movie Projector with 100Inch Projector Screen, 1080P Supported Compatible with TV Stick, Video Games, HDMI,USB,TF,VGA,AUX,AV [Latest Upgrade] [100Inch Projector
Screen Included] PORTABLE LED VIDEO PROJECTOR: To meet our customer's new needs, DR.J has improved not only the brightness, contrast ratio of the projector, but also included a 100" Portable Projector Screen in the package. Enjoy the great movies outside with your family in
your yard.HIGHEST 1080P RESOLUTIONS SUPPORTED: Supported resolution:1920*1080, Aspect Ratio: 4:3/16:9, Contrast Ratio: 2000:1, Lamp lifetime: 40000 hours, Watching Size: 32”-176” with projector distance 1.5m-5m. [Note: not recommended for PPT, word, excel or business
presentation.]MULTIMEDIA PORTABLE PROJECTOR: DR.J projector is compatible with TV Box, ChromeBook, PCs, Laptops, Tablets, Blue-ray DVD player, SD Card, USB Flash Drive, Video Games, Media players (Music, Pictures, Video, TXT), Smartphones ( Wireless HDMI Dongle not
included).IDEAL CHOICE FOR HOME ENTERTAINMENT: DR.J LED projector is great for home theater, indoor and outdoor movies & kinds of video games by HDMI port connection. You can also connect your home theater system or surround sound system to get a better sound quality.
Recommended to use in dark environment. Another best portable projector for iPhone is the DR. J Professional HI-04 mini projector. The improved brightness and contrast ratio are what make this projector stand out from the rest. It supports 1920 x 1080 resolution and has an impressive
contrast ratio of 2000:1.  It features 40000 hours of lamp life, a projector distance from 1.5 to 5 meters. You’ll enjoy watching your favorite movies via this projector with its aspect ratio of 4:3/16:9.  What we love the most about DR. J mini projector is that you can connect it to your surround
sound system or home theater system.  VicTsing WiFi Projector No products found. Ninth on our list is the VicTsing WiFi projector, and as the name suggests, you can project images, movies, and presentations to this projector via WiFi (for both Android and iPhone). Of course, you can also
connect to this projector manually using the standard cable.  This projector features 4200 lumens (for brightness) and a 2000:1 contrast ratio, making sure your images are always bright, clear, and sharp.  You can use this device with your laptop, PC, Blu-Ray player, TV box, micro SD card,
game consoles, or DVD. The built-in speaker provides excellent sound quality, reinforced with its noise depression technology.  Moreover, you can pair your speakers or soundbar to this projector via Bluetooth.  Varmax LED Home Projector Varmax LED Home Projector Mini Compatible
with Chromecast Fire Stick iPhone& Android Support HD 1080P Multimedia Video with Free HDMI Cable& Remote Control [Authentic Brightness] Equipped with 24 built-in LED Bulbs in a compact size projector, FULL 1200 luminous efficiency. 1500:1 contrast, can present to you
splendid / distinguished visual experiences(Natural Resolution 800*480, Support 1080P) [Quality Cooling System and Lifespan] Unique 3 Built-in Fans support the projector for long time running (9 hours Non-stop) and long lifespan (Designed for 50,000 Hours, but please avoid overheat
) [Enjoy Bigger than Bigger] There are 5 ports on the projector: HDMI, USB, Speaker Input, AV, VGA. With HDMI Cable(included in package), the projector can be connected with your Roku, Chromecast, Fire Stick, Xbox360，PS4/3 , Computers, DVD players in a breeze. With Lightning
HDMI Adapter, it can be connected to your Iphone or Ipad easily. IMPORTANT NOTE: for Android phone, a MHL cable is not compatible with all Android phones, please consult the MHL seller before choosing a MHL cable [Home Theater and Outdoor Parties] Provides Max 120 inches
(range from 35-120 inches) image size display, with a built-in Speaker (External speakers Support). Small size, portable, call your pals and throw outdoor parties (optimal for dim light environment). Voltage range:100v—240v Last but not least, the Varmax LED Home Projector is hands-
down impressive. It’s one of the best portable movie projectors for iPhone. Varmax LED home projector comes with 1200 lumens so that you can use it day and night.  It works perfectly with iPhones, PlayStation, Fire Stick, Roku, Chrome Stick, DVD player, and laptop. The contrast ratio is
impressive at 1500:1.  Further, this projector supports 1080 quality videos, with a max image display of 120”. This projector comes with several input ports, including AV/VGA, HDMI, USB, and speaker input.  Conclusion There are a ton of portable movie projectors for iPhones in the market
today. No wonder it’s gotten more challenging to choose the best. In case you’re buying one, consider the projector that matches your needs, whether that’d be for personal or professional use.  A portable projector is one of the best things you can have. You can make movie night with
friends more fun or present your work presentations on the go.  What lumens do I need for a projector? A projector with 1500 lumens should suffice. If you’re projecting in small or mid-sized rooms, a projector with a minimum of 2500 lumens works the best. The bigger the room, the higher
the lumens you will need.  What features should I look for when buying a movie projector for iPhones? Consider the display size and throw distance. Also, it’s best to consider the areas where you would use your projector. Projectors usually work best at pitch-black places. 
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